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[요    약]

이 논문에서는 이러한 산업 단지 시스템에서의 비정상적인 동작이 일어날 때, 시간 계열의 데이터를 분석하기 위하여 Big 데이

터를 이용한 접근을 기반으로 하는 머신 러닝을 보여줍니다. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) 네트워크는 향상된 RNN버전으로

서 입증되었으며 많은 작업에 유용한 도움이 되었습니다. 이 LSTM 기반 모델은 시간적 패턴뿐만 아니라 더 높은 레벨의 시간적 특

징을 학습 한 다음, 미래의 데이터를 예측하기 위해 예측 단계에 사용됩니다. 예측 오차는 예측 인자에 의해 예측 된 결과와 실제 예

상되는 값의 차이입니다. 오차 분포 추정 모델은 가우스 분포를 사용하여 관찰 스코어의 이상을 계산합니다. 이러한 방식으로, 우
리는 하나의 비정상적 데이터의 개념에서 집단적인 비정상적 데이터 개념으로 바뀌어 갑니다. 이 작업은 실패를 최소화하고 제조 

품질을 향상시키는 Smart Factory의 모니터링 및 관리를 지원할 수 있습니다.

[Abstract] 

This article presents machine learning based approach on Big data to analyzing time series data for anomaly detection in such 
industrial complex system. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) network have been demonstrated to be improved version of RNN 
and have become a useful aid for many tasks. This LSTM based model learn the higher level temporal features as well as 
temporal pattern, then such predictor is used to prediction stage to estimate future data. The prediction error is the difference 
between predicted output made by predictor and actual in-coming values. An error-distribution estimation model is built using a 
Gaussian distribution to calculate the anomaly in the score of the observation. In this manner, we move from the concept of a 
single anomaly to the idea of the collective anomaly. This work can assist the monitoring and management of Smart Factory in 
minimizing failure and improving manufacturing quality.
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Ⅰ. Introduction

To take advantages of the rapid development of information 
technology, electric and electronic technology along with 
advanced manufacturing technology, the government has been 
investigating resource to transfer production mode of 
manufacturing enterprises from digital to intelligent as the 
name of Industry 4.0 [1]. This circumstance leads to the 
predominant on complex systems in which there are hundreds 
to thousands of industrial components, sub-systems working 
together in complicated connections. As the results, the quantity 
of monitored data coming from industrial processes, smart 
factories have been increasing day by day [2]. This requires an 
intelligent system for management operator to mentally process 
these collected data in order to discover event or operation state 
of whole components in a factory. The utilization of Big Data 
combined with  Operation Technology strategies is currently 
revealing business insights that include transformational 
process, asset health, energy, safety, regulatory and quality 
improvements. One of the most significant challenges, as faced 
with big data analytics, is collecting data in scalable, reliable 
and consistent manner. We introduce the big data framework 
Hadoop come up with available tools to support for streaming, 
storage, and query in the next section.

Recently, the industrial processes are supervised in 
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) systems 
that based on computers, networked data communications and 
graphical user interfaces for high-level process supervisory 
management, they are becoming more complex [2]. This makes 
the process of making the proper decision in the real-time very 
difficult and more challenging. Many manufacturing systems 
integrated SCADA systems that use sensors for streaming of 
big data over the years. These datasets contain useful clues and 
information about the state of such systems. Thus, we should 
efficiently utilize this source for monitoring system and 
real-time anomaly identification and detection [3]. Several 
examples of use Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) 
systems on demand of continuously monitoring and controlling 
are the industrial processes, power industry, water distribution 
and oil refineries. Many of them control nations’ critical 
components, like nuclear power generation, public transport, 
wastewater plants and so on [4]. We prove that the management 
and maintenance of smart systems are tricky, so we need an 
efficiency procedure covering the real-time information 
transferring, analysis and decision-making framework with 
potential support from big data analytics. Such mention is the 
primary objective of this paper that aims at making an anomaly 

identification and timely alarming. Moreover,  we would like to 
use modern machine learning technologies in order to generate 
the knowledge about anomaly happened in the system to 
announce a warning/alarm instantly. In other words, we are 
trying to automate the analysis real-time/ near real-time of 
situations.

For this problem, objective investigated are driven by time, 
usage machine learning based approach to deal with sequence 
data make sense. As keep in mind, the machine learning (ML) 
should be one of the core parts of modern industrial information 
and control system [2]. This researching work will explore 
implicit information about degradation state of the sub-system 
in complex systems and identify anomaly event during 
operation, to enable real-time maintenance planning programs 
[5]. The real-time maintenance is very useful in cost savings 
and increasing availability of the facilities. In the real-world, 
mechanical devices such engines, industrial sub-system, operable 
component are typically instrumented by the various physical 
sensor to recorded the behavior and state of objectives. Based on 
monitoring signal, the expert can determine the current state and 
how healthy they are.  For example, we analyze the signal from 
sensor built-in smart factory to recognize that what is going 
wrong, need to be replaced and repaired. For monitoring status 
during operation, we would like to be able to discriminate 
between the normal and anomalous status of a considered system 
[1]. Generally, anomaly detection is the identity of data points, 
pattern, observations or events that do not conform to the desired 
pattern of a given dataset. The usage anomaly detection system is 
very helpful in behavior analysis or support for other kinds of 
analysis like detection, identification, and prediction of the 
occurrence of these anomalies. However, the normal data is not 
always available for comparing with normal data in many 
situations, so detecting anomaly based on normal signal has 
become challenging. In our method, detecting anomalies is 
performed using predictor model. 

Because of expected to reduce the unplanned failures in the 
smart factory through anomaly detection, immediately repair, 
system maintaining, we have to know pre-knowledge of the 
components' behaviors in the normal situation, and then the 
abnormal state should be identified. Hence, a framework for 
integrating machine learning based big data analytics is a 
destination. Moreover, issue of real-time anomaly detection for 
complex systems will be presented. This will be achieved using 
the future values, the output of the prediction model. The 
predictor is modeled with the input data be source/control 
components’ degradation information from history SCADA 
sensor data in a database. The successful implementation of the 
proposed framework will make maintenance planning, inspection 
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and repairs quicker, and at a reduced cost, due to the elimination 
of downtimes arising from unplanned maintenance schedules [3].

The rest of the paper is configured as follows: Section 2 briefly 
introduces the background of Hadoop framework, Machine 
Learning in Big Data and literature of machine learning based 
anomaly methods. Section 3 focuses on proposed framework, 
designing LSTM architecture as a predictor for anomaly detection 
event, how to train model offline and deploying online anomaly 
detection algorithm. Then, that different data from several 
domains are applied to investigate performance is the main 
content of Section 4. Finally, in section 5, we conclude and 
discuss future work.

Ⅱ. Related Works

From above discussion, it is necessary to integrate big-data 
analytics techniques for real-time monitoring, anomaly 
detection on SCADA based system. In this section, we first 
introduce the concept of big data platform, which plays an 
essential role in the general system. Next is of how to use 
Machine Learning techniques in big data. Last, we give a 
background of machine learning techniques in learning time 
series data and its applications in case of anomaly detection.

2-1 Big Data framework

In industrial operations, it is very important to recognize that 
the volume and frequency of data are hugely different to typical 
business feeds since the number of sensors for an operation can 
run in the millions and there’s a need for long-term archival, 
indexing and reporting. Hadoop framework currently is 
becoming the best option for big data analysis as well as 
distributed data, streaming data. Hadoop ecosystem is an 
excellent choice for our work since it can play with distributed 
big data. [6] Hadoop Ecosystem is framework includes both 
official Apache open source project and a various commercial 
tools and components which have proficient advantage in 
solving problems in case of big data situation. Maybe, each 
component was developed with separate architecture for their 
aims; however, what keeps them all together under a single roof 
is that they all derive their functionalities from the scalability 
and power of Hadoop. Hadoop Ecosystem composes four 
different layers: data storage, data processing, data access, or 
data management. As above diagram, Hadoop framework 
includes different modules like MapReduce [7], Yarn, Flume 
[8], Hive [9], Pig, Sqoop, Oozie, Zookeeper, HBase for 
different functionality. Depend on the application on Hadoop 

cluster, we can use this one or the other for meeting 
requirement. Example for, Hive is a SQL dialect and Pig is a 
data flow language for that hide the tedium of creating 
MapReduce jobs behind higher-level abstractions more 
appropriate for user target. HBase is a NoSQL column-oriented 
database management system that runs on top of HDFS. Sqoop 
is used to transfer data between relational databases and 
Hadoop. Also, we use additional Zeppelin [10] as a 
collaborative data analytics and visualization tool for 
distributed, general-purpose data processing system.

2-2 Machine Learning on Big data

Machine learning (ML) continuously demonstrate its power 
in various applications about the learning ability. And [11] state 
that big data enables ML algorithms to discover more 
fine-grained patterns and perform more timely and accurate 
than ever before. This study also introduces a framework of 
Machine Learning on big data as shown in Fig.1. It contains 
four interactive, different components including big data, user, 
domain, and system. In short, big data will provide training data 
for training stage which generate output model or meaning 
information, this information can return to become a part of big 
data. Besides, the user can feedback or interact with ML by 
providing domain knowledge, personal preferences and 
response [11] to leverage performance. While domain can serve 
both as a source of knowledge to guide ML and as the context 
of applying learned models; system architecture has an impact 
on how learning algorithms should run and how efficient it is to 
run them, and simultaneously meeting ML may lead to a 
co-design of system architecture.

그림 1. 빅 데이터 환경에 기계 학습을 사용하는 프레임 워크

Fig. 1. A framework of using machine learning on big data 
environment

ML is the process that reveals how to build a computer 
system that improves automatically through experience [12]. 
Three main parts are going through data preprocessing step, 
learning model, and evaluation phases. Preprocessing block is 
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responsible for preparing raw data into filtered data, structured 
format for next steps. Transformation of such data into a form 
that can be used as inputs to learning via cleaning, extraction 
feature, and fusion is made by preprocessing step. The learning 
block mainly focuses on selecting learning algorithms and tunes 
model parameters to obtain expected model. The performance 
of the trained model is evaluated through evaluation step before 
being used in practical application.

2-3 Machine Learning based Anomaly detection

Recently, deep neural network-based learning is the hot 
trend and becomes one of the fastest growing and most exciting 
areas of Machine Learning, especially cooperating with big data 
to discover hidden information. Similar to operation manner of 
biological neural, Neural networks are a family of models that 
consist of interconnected neurons whose connections can be 
tuned and adapted to inputs. Deep neural networks refer neural 
networks with many hidden layers, or deep-layered architecture 
to enhance the high-level feature learning capacity, each layer 
can apply a nonlinear transformation from the output of the 
previous layer to get output [11], and also be the input of the 
next layer. Sensor data from industrial factories are the typical 
instances of time series data. We need analyze hidden 
information behind them to understand the behavior of 
sequence pattern and determine outlier pattern considered as 
anomalous patterns. Traditional anomaly detection method 
usually based on statistical measure, in which, we have to 
identify irregularities in given data to flag data point that 
deviate from common statistical properties of distribution, 
including mean, median, mode, and quantities [13]. Since 
features come from special unit “memory cell” [14] LSTM 
neural network is also utilized to overcome the vanish gradient 
problem that is experienced by Recurrent Neural Network 
(RNN). LSTM networks are improved version of Recurrent 
Neural Network (RNN) [15] that have been used for many 
sequences earning tasks due to the capacity of learning 
long-term dependencies. [16] proposed an unsupervised 
approach for detect anomalies at the collective level. This 
probabilistically aggregates the contribution of the individual 
anomalies for detecting significantly anomalous groups. 
Because of the collective anomalous score using an 
unsupervised manner, both unsupervised and supervised 
approaches can be used for scoring individual anomaly. The 
proposed model was evaluated on moving crane and fuel 
consumption dataset. On acoustic novelty detection, [17] 
presented a novel approach based on non-linear predictive 
denoising autoencoders (DA) with LSTM for isolating 

abnormal acoustic signals. Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) 
recurrent denoising autoencoders predict the auditory spectral 
features of the next short-term frame based on the previous 
frames. The reconstruction error between the input and the 
output of the autoencoder play role as an activation signal to 
detect novel. In [14], Malhotra et al. used LSTM network to 
detect anomaly on time series data. The stacked LSTM network 
trained on only normal data to generate predictor over some 
time steps. The distributed probability of error signal was 
estimated and was used to assess the likelihood of anomaly 
score. We can solve anomaly by LSTM based classifier on two 
classes including normal label and anomalous one. In fact, 
recording anomalous data is costly or even make the situation 
dangerous out of the control. The balance between training 
classes does not ensure. From the idea of [14] and window 
based method using adaptive error measure [18] for the 
particular application, in this work, we use LSTM for building a 
prediction model for anomaly system is the better choice. This 
anomaly function can be integrated to supervisory control and 
data acquisition (SCADA) [19] based factory system in which 
sensor data are gathered from industrial devices to analyze and 
discover information as well as visualization or alarm via 
SCADA or dashboard website. 

Ⅲ. System Overview

3-1 Overview Framework

The Fig.2 is proposed framework for real-time anomaly 
detection integrated into the smart industrial factory. Under 
physical and environmental stress, the anomaly can happen in 
any part of manufacture system. In order to maintain 
manufacture system efficiency, process data for smarter 
decisions and mitigate downtime SCADA systems have 
become crucial for the industrial organization. They help to 
control industrial processes both local and remote location. As 
shown in the diagram, SCADA block directly interacts with 
devices such as sensors, valves, pumps, motors to monitor, 
gather, record event into a database as well as support for 
processing real-time data. Interaction can perform through 
human-machine interface (HMI) software. In the experiment, 
we use a solution for visualization event from the database. 
This framework also has machine learning based anomaly 
detection on big data coming from a smart factory (signal send 
from all components through built-in Condition Monitoring 
Sensor (CMS)), and then these sensor data are stored into the 
structure database or unstructured data for big data/ cloud.
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그림 2. 스마트 팩토리의 빅 데이터에 기반한 기계 학습 기반의 

프레임 워크

Fig. 2. A framework of machine learning based anomaly 
detection on big data of smart factory

 Processing of these data is vital for the prediction of the 
future state of the components, which is done by using different 
models belong to machine learning techniques to model data. 
We will describe more details on our machine learning based 
approach in the later. When obtaining the model, we use to 
apply the model to prediction procedure, anomaly detection 
algorithm or release warning announcement to the human 
operator for immediately repair solution. In the smart factory, it 
must be equipped a CCTV (Closed-circuit television) system 
assisting an administrator to manage the factory efficiently. 
When an anomaly is detected, an automation program via 
SCADA can activate multi cameras at the location where the 
anomaly occurs. For high-quality streaming video, the smart 
factory may be supplied multiview camera system with the 
advanced technologies such as Multiview Video Coding 
(MVC). The technique assembles views from multi-camera to 
form an overview of the anomaly location to support an 
appropriate reaction. In case, we want to monitor factory from 
far distant, Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) will be a solution 
for intelligent manufacturing. MEC enable manufacturers to 
utilize big data, generated by machines, into insightful and 
actionable data. More specifically, MEC acts as an intermediate 
between the control center and the smart factory. For example, 
the surveillance video is recorded with ultra-high-quality (4K) 
which cannot be transmitted efficiently to the control center. 
MEC support encoding/decoding between the two locations. 
Especially, MEC can reduce latency which is crucial in the 
real-time SCADA system.

3-2 Long Short Term Memory Network

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) was known as a class of 
Artificial Neural Network where the connection between cell 
units  (annotation as A) create a directed graph along a 
sequence. This structure helps it to be power for handling 
temporal behavior for time series data instead of static input 
data only. Because of the ability to remember relevant events 
over time, RNN makes itself more dynamic than conventional 
feed-forward networks. We image that such network is with the 
loop structure in them, it allows information to persist along the 
timeline as illustrated in Fig. 3.  

그림 3. 펼쳐진 RRN
Fig. 3. An unrolled recurrent neural network

We saw that the applications of Recurrent Neural Network 
such as time series prediction, musical rhythm detection, speech 
recognition, language model, machine translation become 
popular. However, many practical problems with long time lags 
between relevant information make learning in RNNs difficult. 
Rapid decay of backpropagated error is the major reason for 
this problem. That is why we consider Long-Short Term 
Memory network is as a special version of RNN, which play 
the role as a solution by enforcing error constant flow. Almost 
all exciting results based on recurrent neural networks are 
achieved come from LSTM, as a special kind of recurrent 
neural network which works, for many tasks, much better than 
the standard version. Therefore, we will explore LSTMs in the 
next section and how it used in anomaly detection task.

Originally, Recurrent Neural Networks can have long-term 
memory refer to information transmission from the previous 
cell to current cells. Therefore, an extended model called Long 
Short-Term Memory [15] will inherit such nature feature; 
moreover, it is capable of handling long time sequence. Like 
standard RNNs, LSTMs also have this chain like structure with 
repeating modules, but the repeating module has a different 
inside structure. Instead of having a single neural network layer 
only, it contains four layers, interacting in special procedure 
[20] as depicted in Fig. 4.
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그림 4. LSTM 세포 

Fig. 4. Long Short Term Memory cells

There are several architectures of LSTM cell units, but a 
general architecture is under control of on/off state of a memory 
cell, an input gate, an output gate and a forget gate. The option 
of remove or add information to the cell state depends on the 
operation of structures called gates, which run on the signals 
they receive. The LSTM gates often use logistic functions to 
compute an activation. Intuitively, the input gate controls the 
extent to which a new value flows into the cell, the forget gate 
controls the extent to which a value remains in the cell, and the 
output gate controls the extent to which the value in the cell is 
used to compute the output activation of the LSTM unit. As the 
idea of neural network’s nodes, gates structure block or pass on 
information with their own sets of weights. Those weights, like 
the weights that modulate input and hidden states, are adjusted 
through the recurrent networks learning the process. The 
learning iterative process of making guesses, back propagating 
error, and adjusting weights are still based on gradient descent.

3-3 LSTM based approach for anomaly detection

We use LSTM-RNN as sequence prediction model which 
feeds input data underlying time series form. In this study, the 
trained model is used to estimate the distribution of prediction 
error. The prediction error model verifies the likelihood of 
anomaly behavior. Our method overcomes some limitations 
coming from many situations with not enough anomalous data. 
Whole flow work of  identification of anomaly is as Fig. 5.

그림 5. 이상 탐지의 흐름 작업 

Fig. 5. Flow work of anomaly detection
Assuming that we get a time-series data 

       with a length of L where each sample 

∈ is an m-dimensional vector at time instance i. We 

trained a predictor f with learned parameters denoted as  .  
The model predicts the next l values from N input samples. The 
equation of prediction problem is described as regression 
problem (3) (k is offset): 

             

                           (3). 

The function f may be any prediction method. In our case, 
we utilize Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) with LSTM 
architecture. In training phase, the prediction method adapts its 
parameters , which become the characteristic of the normal 
training [14]. In order to adapt a LSTM-RNN for time series 
data [18] introduced some term prediction errors such as 
Relative Error (RE), the Average Relative Error (ARE), 
Relative Error Threshold (RET), Minimum Attack Time (MAT) 
or Danger Coefficient (DC). We use absolution of difference 

     to estimate of the distribution of errors fitting a 
parametric multivariate Gaussian distribution   ∑ . 

For any point    the anomaly scores are expressed as likelihood 

 of error vector the  based on   ∑ . If  ≺  
the observation is classified as “anomaly candidate”, else 
“normal candidate” is assigned. The threshold   can learned by 
maximizing  or pre-defined.

With a similar procedure from [14], the normal data are 
divided into four sets namely  (normal training),  (normal 

validation-1),   (normal validation-2) and   (normal test) 

while the anomalous time-series can be divided into two sets  

(anomaly validation) and  (anomaly test).

 The architecture is composed of three stacked LSTM layer 
with the number of LSTM cells {64, 256, 100} respectively as 
shown in Fig. 6, that followed by one fully connected layer. We 
also regularize between each layer with dropout operation 0.2 
(20%). Besides, we can use a look-ahead step in the 
configuration of prediction more than one as the prediction 
accuracy still ensure. If it is not imperative, we should define 
look-ahead step equal to one. The normal training  is used to 

learn the prediction models. We used Adam optimizer with the 
learning rate of 0.1. We also configured training script of 100 
epochs with early stopping to get trained model for anomaly 
detection algorithm.

The normal validation-1   is used for early stopping 

during the training phase. The error vector calculated on the 
normal validation-1 time series are used to estimate  and ∑ 
of Normal distribution using Maximum Likelihood Estimation 
(MLE) algorithm. The threshold  is chosen with maximum 
. 
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×  ,                    (1)

where, P is precision, R is recall on the validate sequences in 
 and . We consider anomaly candidates belong to positive 

class and normal candidates belong to negative class. We 
consider anomaly candidates belong to positive class and 
normal candidates belong to negative class.

그림 6. 스택 된 LSTM 네트워크 아키텍처

Fig. 6. Stacked LSTM Network Architecture

To detect an anomaly in real-time/streaming mode, we 
proposed a real-time anomaly detection algorithm to deal with 
the streaming data using classifier model, predictor model, and 
error model are already trained using historical data which are 
stored in data base. Based on the timing of training data, this is 
divided into the batch learning, entire training data are learned. 
While online learning can be implemented to update the model 
based on each new input. 

Algorithm 1: Real-time Anomaly Detection
Input:
Size of slide window
Threshold for anomaly candidate  
Threshold for collective anomaly detection 
(LSTM based predictor + error model)
while time series data on streaming mode do

        is predicted using LTSM based predictor

      calculate AE:     

      Check anomaly likelihood  ≺ :

              if   ≺   :

                    Assign anomaly point     
              else:

                    Assign normal point    

              end

       Check window score for collective anomaly:

              if 


     :

                      Alarm of anomaly
              end
end

Algorithm 1 called “Real-time anomaly detection” use both 
prediction model and error-distribution model to detect 
temporal information of events. Before running real-time 
anomaly detection, LSTM-RNN based predictor model and 
error distribution model are trained as before discussed. For 
reducing cost computing, points are accumulated using 
window-based method (sliding window = time interval (∆T) or 
are averaged to be transformed to time series data. Some 
preprocessing can be implemented here. Next, the predictor that 
already learned normal data behavior could predict future signal 
using normal historical signal. To check how incoming signals 
fit to normal signals, absolute differences between actual 
signals and predicted signals are computed to estimate anomaly 
score through the error distribution model. From optimized 
threshold based on  , we can determine anomaly 

candidate (anomaly point) before moving to collective anomaly 
detection.
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Ⅳ. Experiments

그림 7. 시계열 데이터의 이상 검출 (전력 소비 데이터)
Fig. 7. Anomaly detection on time series data (power consumption data)

그림 8. SCADA 기반 시각화를 통한 모니터링

Fig. 8. Monitoring via SCADA based visualization

The dataset we used for conducting experiment is power 
consumption within 52 weeks. Each sample data corresponds to 
every 15 minutes. So we have about 35040 data points totally. 
To train necessary model for anomaly detection system, we 

considered anomalies as weekdays that have low level on 
power consumption. Obviously, we notice that Saturday and 
Sunday are exception because of weekends. As previous 
procedure of training, we divided the given data into training 
dataset of 32 weeks, testing dataset of 6 weeks and the rest for 
validation dataset.

The LSTM model are implemented in Python with 
Tensorflow backend using Keras deep learning library. Graphic 
User Interface based on PyQt was designed for usage. 
Hadoop-based architecture also is deployed with pseudo mode 
to run Hadoop MapReduce Programing in python script using 
Hapdoop Streaming API for real-time anomaly detection. 
Beside, a data warehouse Hive is built on top of Hadoop to 
access/parse content Json file locating on HDFS storage.

For see performance of the result of anomaly detection 
system, as a result, we have output as shown in Fig. 7. The top 
plot shows the prediction done by predictor model (green dash), 
the corresponding prediction error is plotted in the form of the 
solid red line. The below plot is anomaly score and learned 
threshold. This threshold close to zero is used to assign if the 
sample is anomaly candidate or not. Anomaly point detection 
candidates are marked with orange color.

Finally, we use industrial automation software solution 
developed by Xisom [21] to visualize time series data, anomaly 
detection and query data from traditional SQL database  for 
monitoring operation as in Fig. 8.
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Ⅴ. Conclusion

From existing big data infrastructure of industry 4.0, this 
study introduces a big data-based framework for anomaly 
detection in the smart factory. Both benefits of big data and 
machine learning are utilized in industrial Supervisory Control 
and Data Acquisition (SCADA) based management systems to 
understand time series data. This overall architecture of our 
SCADA scenario, which is supported by proposed knowledge 
generation from deep learning. This design is different from 
what we can see in conventional commercial SCADA solutions 
on the traditional database. About anomaly detection, LSTM 
based predictor perfectly run on time series data to learn 
temporal signal feature that uses to detecting anomaly pattern. 
This anomaly detection model is very potential for applying in 
different time series data from the industrial complex system 
(temperature, electric, water level, humidity, etc.). Currently, 
the necessary model was trained offline using normal data from 
database/cloud and apply for the real-time application. In 
future, we will research on online learning techniques and 
integrate more data mining, machine-learning based algorithm 
into a system, Mobile Edge Computing technique as well.
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